Hardware Guide

e-Exam System v6

This document provides:
•

An overview of hardware options for USB duplication and management.
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e-Exam USB Stick Management Hardware
Managing multiple e-Exam USB sticks is best done using large USB hubs as this will allow you to
process USB sticks in bigger batches. This guide outlines examples of hardware and software
combinations that are available from online vendors along with example product costs as of
December 2015.

USB Hub Hardware
There are three main types of hardware for bulk USB management available in the market.
•

•

•

Standard USB Hub hardware. Standard hubs can be used with free software tools when
connected to a computer to perform the full range of e-Exam USB management tasks.
Standard USB hubs are the most common and economical with the widest range of choice.
Standard hubs are available in USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 varieties. Standard hubs come in sizes
of up to 49 ports each. The larger sizes tend to be created for specialist uses such as Bitcoin
mining or as charging stations for iPads and as a result tend to be less fancy in appearance
than proprietary kits. However standard hubs work very well for all aspects of USB
management and provide the most flexible solution for both burning new USB sticks and
for recycling USBs between exams. Standard USB hubs can also be used together to
increase the size of each batch, each using a USB port on the computer e.g. two 49 port
hubs providing 98 ports. They can't be beat for the price especially when combined with
free software tools. Standard USB hubs will work with any computer; Windows, OSX or
Linux. Given OSX and Linux can mount all partitions of an e-Exam USB a full range of file
level operations can be performed to recycle USBs between exams with this category of
hardware. This is not the case for the proprietary bundles below.
Proprietary hardware and software bundles that connect to a computer. These are
marketed as 'USB duplicators' and tend to be more expensive to purchase. They come in a
range of sizes, typically 20 USB ports per unit. These come with proprietary USB duplication
software. However the software in this category only works with MS Windows. Some
suppliers also use a 'copy protection dongle' that must be present in order for the software
to work (i.e. if this gets lost then the system won't work). In addition, because MS Windows
can only mount the first partition on the multi-partition e-Exam USBs this prevents data
retrieval from partitions other than the first (i.e. if using both the 'answers' and 'db'
partitions to store student responses). By default the e-Exam USB places the 'answers'
partition first to facilitate this process. However, you will need to perform a full 'burn' to
recycle USBs between each exam (i.e. to update the 'eexam' partition and 'db' partition
where you will need to create a new ISO or master USB each time and burn the whole
image to each USB stick). This repeated burning reduces the life of the USB sticks and takes
longer than using file level operations such as copy, delete and rename. The hardware
component of the bundle is often as a standard USB hub (it is best to confirm this before
purchase) so it could be used with free tools or scripts to perform file level actions to
recycle USBs. However in this case it would be best to buy the much cheaper standard hubs
without the proprietary software anyway.
Proprietary hardware with on-board firmware (software). These are used 'stand alone' as
'duplicators' and are not connected to a computer. These are the most expensive to
purchase but can come in larger sizes with up to 118 USB ports. However, because these do
not connect to a computer, only 'one to many' copying is possible. Significantly you can't
use these systems to retrieve student responses from many USBs to a single destination.
This type of hardware could be used where large-scale initial set-up of new USB sticks is
required. However in most cases these are best avoided, as you will still need a mechanism
to retrieve the responses after the exam. This type of hardware will not work as a standard
USB hub.

General advice for purchasing suitable USB hub equipment.
•

Ensure there is adequate space between each USB port to allow for easy insertion and
removal for a wide range of USB stick shapes.
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•
•

•
•

Independently powered Hubs are recommended over those that draw power from the
computer. For USB hubs above about 5 ports this is a 'must have' feature.
USB 3.0 versus USB 2.0: While USB 3.0 Hubs will provide more data through-put when
burning batches of new USBs (a good thing!), in many cases there will not be any noticeable
difference when using file level operations for recycling USBs between exams. USB2.0 Hubs
still work well and tend to be more widely available in larger sizes (more ports per hub).
USB2.0 hubs are also currently cheaper than USB3.0.
Ports with numbers printed next to them may help with identifying USBs.
Ports with LED lights adjacent may help identify faulty USBs, although this would require
software able to take advantage of such a feature – this is not normally the case for
standard Hubs but more expensive proprietary products may provide such features.

Note: Products labelled as 'USB charging' stations, while looking like large USB hubs, only
provide electric charge and will not transfer data. Such charge only stations will be missing a
'USB host cable' and are of no use for managing e-Exam USBs. Be sure to read any product
description or contact the vendor if in doubt.

Standard 49 Port USB 2.0 Hub (Eyeboot)
This hub is a good option for managing a large
number of USB sticks for minimal cost for the
hardware. Multiple hubs could be connected to a
computer to increase the batch size.
The hub has well spaced and labelled USB ports on a
large flat surface. The hub is a bright yellow colour.
These hubs are available from multiple online
suppliers and are commonly used by 'Bitcoin' miners
or as charging stations for mobile devices. They are
less fancy than consumer packaged USB hubs. Most
vendors do not sell these hubs with power supplies but some do. The hub can use a commonly
available generic ATX power supply used by desktop computers. However, some vendors will sell
the hub with a more compatible power supply including suitable connecting cables all wired up –
this is the recommended way to purchase.
These hubs are somewhat bulky due to their size and are in two main parts with connecting cables.
Thus they are best suited for desktop use. All cables are supplied (wall power, connecting power
and USB). Power needs to be switched on/off at the wall.
•
•
•

•

Product: "Eyeboot 49 Port USB Hub 60A Power Supply and Cables Bundle 1"
Cost: US$185+52 shipping (priced in 2016) or ebay US$220+50 shipping.
Vendor Links:
o Eyeboot direct http://www.eyeboot.com/49-port-usb-bundle
o Eyeboot ebay http://www.ebay.com/itm/49-Port-60Amp-USB-Hub-iphone-smartphonecharging-station-bundle-and-power-supply-/351205671342?hash=item51c57d41ae
Comment: Request Australian power plug when ordering. The separate power supply unit
comes fully wired up, just plug the cable clip into the Hub. Must set the power supply to 220v
for use in Australia.

Standard 19 Port USB 3.0 Hub (Dipo)
This standard USB hub includes an internal power supply. It
has 16 ports on the top surface and 3 on the side. All ports
are well spaced with a metal enclosure. The built in power
supply makes the unit very tidy but is a bit heavy so best used
for desktop use, but it is 'luggable'. All required cables are
supplied (wall power and USB to connect to a computer).
There is an on/off switch on the unit itself.
•

Product: "Dipo 19 Port USB 3.0 HUB with Power Adapter
5V 20 Amps" in black.
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•
•

•

Cost: Eyeboot direct US$240 + $52 shipping or Ebay US$220 + $50 shipping
Vendor links:
o Eyeboot direct. http://www.eyeboot.com/dipo-19-40a-usb-hub
o Eyeboot ebay http://www.ebay.com/itm/Eyeboot-19-Port-40A-USB-3-0-Hub-110-240V-2amps-per-port-/351720554389?hash=item51e42dbf95:g:6mAAAOSwubRXI29V
Comment: Request Australian power plug when ordering.

Standard 10 port USB 2.0 Hub (Dipo)
This standard USB hub includes power supply 'brick'
and has a solid metal enclosure in silver. It has 10
well labelled ports on the top surface, all are well
spaced. All required cables are supplied (wall power
and USB to connect to a computer). Light enough to
be portable. Power needs to be turned on/off at the
wall.
•
•
•
•

Product: "Dipo Electronic 10 Port USB 2.0 hub with Power adapter 12V 5A"
Cost: AU $48 + 47 (shipping), $95 total (priced in 2015, will vary with exchange rate).
Vendor link: http://www.aliexpress.com/store/product/usb-hub-10-port-usb2-0-hubs-with60w-power-adapter-for-bitcoin-mining-Industrial-grade/1016053_32217979187.html
Comment: Request Australian power plug when ordering.

Standard 10 port USB 3.0 Hub (Orico)
This standard USB hub includes power supply 'brick' and has a solid metal enclosure in black. It has
10 well labelled ports on the top surface, all are well spaced. All required cables are supplied (wall
power and USB to connect to a computer). Light enough to be portable. On/off switch on the unit.
•
•
•

•

Product: "ORICO A3H10 Aluminum 10 Ports
Multi USB3.0 HUB. Power Adapter-Black"
Cost: AU $67 (shipping included) (priced in 2015,
will vary with exchange rate).
Vendor link:
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/ORICO-10Ports-Aluminium-USB3-0-SuperSpeed-HUB-wPowerSupply-A3H10-FreeShipping/1963767062.html
Comment: Request Australian power plug when
ordering.

Proprietary 20 port USB 2.0 duplicator (NexCopy)
This proprietary 20 port USB duplicator connects to a computer for use and is supplied with
proprietary USB management software. The unit includes an internal power supply and has a solid
metal enclosure in silver and blue. It has well labelled ports on the
top surface, all are well spaced. Each port has a LED indicator light.
All required cables are supplied (wall power and USB to connect to
a computer). It is intended for desktop use. The 20 port units can
be combined to make 40 or 60 port duplicators, each require one
extra USB port on the computer.
The proprietary software uses a 'dongle' as copy protection and
thus the software only works when it is attached (this requires its
own USB port on the computer). It should also be noted that the
proprietary software only works with MS Windows. As such due to
the limitations of MS Windows, the software can only retrieve data from the first partition of the
multi-partition e-Exam USBs (i.e. many-to-one mode). The units work to burn new e-Exam USBs (or
re-burning between exams) in one-to-many mode from ISO file or a master USB.
•
•

Product: "Nexcopy USB200pc (requires PC)" 20 ports.
Cost: AU $1,895 ex gst + $40 shipping inc gst. (20 port unit priced in 2013)
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•
•

Vendor link: http://www.usbduplicator.com.au/
Comment: Local Australian supplier. Nexcopy is based in the US at
http://www.nexcopy.com

Proprietary 22 port USB 2.0 duplicator (Aleratec)
This 22 port USB duplicator connects to a computer and is supplied with proprietary USB
management software. The unit includes a separate power supply brick, an on/off switch on the
case and has a solid metal enclosure in black. It has the ports on the top surface, all are well spaced
but are not numerically labelled. Each port has a LED indicator light. All required cables are supplied
(wall power and USB to connect to a computer). It is intended for desktop use but is portable. The
hub hardware can be used as a standard USB hub and can be combined with other hubs to increase
the batch size, each requiring one extra USB port on the computer.
The proprietary software doesn’t have any copy protection so could
be used with any USB hub. It should also be noted that the
proprietary software only works with MS Windows. As such due to
the limitations of MS Windows, the software can only retrieve data
from the first partition of the multi-partition e-Exam USBs (i.e.
many-to-one mode). The units will work to burn new e-Exam USBs
(or re-burning between exams) in one-to-many mode from ISO file
or a master USB. The hub hardware is a standard USB hub so can be
used without the supplied software.
•
•
•
•

Product: "1:22 Copy Cruiser Mini Duplicator".
Cost: US $629 + shipping (Also, US $500 for 16 port USB 3.0 unit and US $315 for 10 port
USB 3.0 unit. Priced in 2015)
Vendor link: http://www.aleratec.com/usb-duplicator.html
Comment: US supplier, unsure if Australian power plug is available.

Proprietary 118 port stand-alone USB duplicator (Aleratec)
This proprietary 118 port USB duplicator is a stand-alone unit with on-board duplication firmware.
It can't be connected to a computer and thus can't be used to retrieve data from multiple USBs. The
unit will work to burn new e-Exam USBs (or re-burning between exams) in one-to-many mode from
a master USB.
The unit includes twin internal ATX power supply, an on/off switches on
the case and has a solid metal enclosure in black. It has well labelled ports
on the front vertical surface, all are well spaced. Each port has a LED
indicator light. All required cables are supplied (wall power). The 118 port
unit is on coaster wheels and is available in smaller capacities without
coaster wheels of 32, 23 or 7 ports. It is intended for floor or table-top use
(with wheels removed). The hardware can't be used as a standard USB
hub.
This type of unit is available in multiple capacities from 7 to 118 port from multiple vendors.
•
•
•
•

Product: "1:118 USB Copy Tower SA Duplicator - Stand-Alone".
Cost: US $15,749 + shipping (Also, US $3,199 for 32 port unit and US $2,399 for 23 port
unit, US $899 for 7 port unit. Priced in 2015)
Vendor link: http://www.aleratec.com/usb-duplicator.html
Comment: US supplier, unsure if Australian power plug is available.

Computer or Laptop hardware
To drive the recommended USB hubs and to perform administrative tasks a desktop computer or
laptop will be required.
A laptop is certainly more flexible and more then sufficient.
At the time of writing there is no perfect 'one' computer, either Windows or Apple to do all
functions related to e-Exam USB management.
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As such we recommend both a 'Windows' laptop and an Apple MacOS X Laptop be on hand.
The standard USB hubs outlined previously will work with both Windows and Apple laptops.

Windows Laptop
The Windows laptop along with the free 'ImageUSB' software is best used to do the initial 'full burn'
of the e-Exam operating system to new USB sticks (or to perform e-Exam OS upgrades to a batch of
USBs via a full re-burn). The ImageUSB software has been found to be the quickest and the most
reliable for creating batches of new e-Exam USB sticks. We have tested it on Windows 7 and found
it to work well. We have yet to test it on Windows 8 or 10 but it should work. The ImageUSB
software can be obtained free of cost from http://www.osforensics.com/tools/write-usbimages.html
Note: Windows can't be used to fully mount the multi-partition e-Exam USB sticks once created.
Windows can only be used to interact with the first partition on the USB – which is 'answers'. As
such Windows can't be used to transfer files to or from the other partitions of the e-Exam USBs
(exam, db or system).
When seeking to purchase a Windows computer aim for computers capable of mounting the
largest number of USB sticks at once. Some models of laptop have been found to run out of 'USB
resources' after about 14 USB sticks! However, you will be limited to the number of 'drive letters'.
We recommend a Laptop with two or more USB 3.0 type A ports, at least 8GB of RAM and 500MB
or larger HDD. 16GB RAM would be advisable as would a 1TB HDD to cater for multiple large ISO
files to be stored. SSD HDDs will provide better performance than traditional 'spinning disk' HDDs.
At this point in time it is advisable to avoid laptops that only provide USB type C ports.
It would be best to avoid tablet / combo laptops or netbooks as these are unlikely to provide the
right combination of ports and power.

Apple MacOS X Laptop
The Apple laptop will be used to perform all other administrative tasks using a set of administrative
helper scripts provided by us. This includes retrieving responses after an exam and updating
batches of USB sticks for the next exam by removing old files and copying new files.
The administrative helper scripts are available from us with specific versions of the scripts
applicable to version 5 and version 6 of the e-Exam system.
Apple laptops don’t seem to have issues with limited USB resources as was found with some
Windows laptops. There is also no limit due to 'drive letters' as these don't exist in OSX.
We recommend a Laptop with at least two or more USB 3.0 type A ports, 8GB of ram and 500MB
HDD. For example:
o
o

A 'MacBook Air' with two USB type A ports, 8GB Ram and a 512MB SSD HDD (Note – the
standard 128MB HDD is probably insufficient so be sure to specify the 512MB as an upgrade).
A 'MacBook Pro' will provide 16GB RAM and can be specified with a 1TB HDD. This will cater for
multiple large ISO files to be stored.

All new Apple Mac Laptops ship with SSD HDDs so will provide better performance than older
models with traditional 'spinning disk' HDDs.
At this point in time it is advisable to avoid laptops that only provide USB type C ports therefore the
12 inch 'MacBook' that has a single USB type C port for power and data is not recommended.
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Good luck :-)

